
 

quotbuckmycaravan 4hirequot (50 GBP)

Location Wales, Clwyd
https://www.freeadsz.co.uk/x-271095-z

A privately owned 3 bed - 2 bathroomed fully winterized to all 7 rooms and fully Equipped inside and
outside:- I cater for all age groups, so my guests travel light, I provide everything you will need for a
comfortable hassel free holiday, In "buckmycaravan where memories are made" with low season prices
starting from £125 and high season from £475, enquire about my "buy 4 nights get 1 FREE" on some of
my dates. So much to see and do on and off "marine holiday park rhyl" you will run out of days!!! just 60
mins drive from Manchester- 55 mins from Liverpool and 30 mins from Chester. No car no problem!!!!!
The holiday park is just 10 mins walk from "Rhyl" town centre with its comperhensive bus/railway links so
a great location or base for a great "adventure" "buckmycaravan" is on a south facing end plot with
enclosed veranda/ gazebo. patio and garden area. BBq - fishing - beach and swimming iteams are
provided. Gas and Electric - full bed linen and  a pass are included in a price quoted. A £50 holding and
returnable bond on all holiday dates is required, a provisonal booking is held for 7 days. Upon Request:-
Payment via instalments Full complex passes Beds made up prior to your arrival Bed guards Bath Push
chair and high chair Baby bouncer/walker Travel cot an crib ( pls note i do not provided linen for  health
and safety for babies) Arrival - Departure times Flexiable - ( upon availability ) Mobility aids or assistance
Celerbrations.   Please note this is not my only advertisement and dates are subject to change. so all
enquiry i require the following information:   e.mail:- Full Name - Address - contact details - Dates
requesting -             Number of guests ( max of 6 this includeds children)             Gender and Ages ( for
Bed linen )             Car Registration.             Any requests or requirments. Thank you for taking the time to
view, "buckmycaravan" is not a buisness. I have 6 + grandchildren now so can only cope taking 3 at a
time, hence a lot of my dates are available on "buy 4 nights get 1 Free nights stay..         ;
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